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Kara Chin, Manutcher Milani, Anna Perach and Ilaria Vinci 

‘The Sun and the Moon’ is a group show with Kara Chin, Manutcher Milani, Anna Perach and Ilaria Vinci, which brings together 
young emerging artists of different nationalities – Singapore/Britain, Ghana/Switzerland, Ukraine/Israel and Italy – who are 
currently based in the UK or Switzerland. Their works explore folktales or folk methodologies that have derived from a variety 
of cultures or sources and realised through carpets, sculptures and performance.

The Sun and the Moon are universal commonalities on Earth as each person experiences their risings and settings. As they have 
always had a significant influence on our lives, their existence has been narrativised throughout history into fables that have 
been passed down through generations and now form folklores; traditional beliefs, legends and customs of a variety of cultures 
and peoples. Each artist presented in the show refers to either specific regional folklores, fictional folk aesthetics, or personal 
and familial histories, haunting our present by folktales and stories from the past and future.

Chin’s work ‘A Couple of Haunted Backwash Units’, while foreboding the evolution of smart devices, refers to the Japanese 
folklore tale ’Tsukumogami’; once inanimate household objects gain sentience after 100 years of service. Within ’Tsukumogami’, 
an object’s character and personality is determined by how well it was treated in its years of use. Chin’s practice engages with 
fast evolving technologies that we increasingly do not understand in the present and investigates how this will have lasting 
effects into the future. Much like the origin and reason of many folktales, Chin’s works are narrativised lessons and warnings.

The symbols, shapes and colours apparent in Milani’s work are drawn from the artist’s psyche, presenting an ethereal, and 
possibly spiritual, visual language. His Grandfather owned the first carpet shop in Zürich, leading the artist to create his 
own series of tufted carpets. Through this personal link, Milani is sharing a familial history and labour, and blending in an 
exploration of the unconscious will and our psychological inhibition to want to understand. The want to understand and 
know is inextricably linked to storytelling throughout human history; we fabricate stories to simplify events so that they are 
more easily experienced.

Similarly, Perach uses tufting to create her life-sized wearable works, combining performance and sculpture to explore Slavic 
folklore and how ancient storytelling has become part of our present story. She considers these personal and cultural myths to be 
associated with domestic and gender roles, so she uses predominantly female mythic characters to synthesise and expose these 
narratives of self. The tufting technique references this domestic sphere, inspired by old craft techniques and the imperfections 
of manual labor. Her work ‘Mother of Egg’ is a fictional character that embodies the idea of the archaic mother; a mythical entity 
that has birthed the world, but holds the ability to destroy it. Her objective is to safeguard a fragile egg shape form which she 
carries in her front lower body.

6 March - 9 May 2021
The exhibition will be launched without a preview.
VITRINE, Basel. Daily 24/7. 
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Vinci explores folktales through para-fiction or exaggerations of the real. Influenced by concepts related to hyperrealities, her 
work exists in what she has termed as “The Zone of Fantasy”, “the area in the human psyche where self-awareness and world-
awareness meet and blur.” Within this Zone, Vinci has drawn on various cinematic and entertainment fantasy worlds that are folk 
in nature, as well as illusionary spaces such as theme parks, to produce objects seemingly from another more fantastical world.

Kara Chin (b.1994, Singapore) lives and works in Newcastle, UK. She holds a BA in Fine Art from The Slade School of Fine 
Art (2018). She has been awarded the Woon Foundation Painting and Sculpture Prize (2018); The Duveen Travel Scholarship, 
UCL (2018); The Alfred W Rich Prize, Slade (2017); Max Werner Drawing Prize, Slade (2015). Chin has exhibited in galleries 
and museums including: BALTIC39, Newcastle, UK; South London Gallery, London, UK; DKUK, London, UK; Gallery North, 
Newcastle, UK; CBS Gallery, Liverpool, UK; Science Museum, London, UK; APT Gallery, London, UK; Fieldworks, London, UK; 
The Embassy Tea Gallery, London, UK;   Subsidiary Projects, London, UK; Pineapple Black, Middlesbrough, UK; The Milton 
Gallery, London, UK; UCL Art Museum, London, UK; San Mei Gallery, London, UK; IMT Gallery, London, UK; Fold, London, UK; 
The Pallent House Gallery, London, UK; Off Site Projects, Online. Upcoming projects include the artists first solo show with the 
gallery across VITRINE, London and VITRINE, Digital (February 2021) and ‘Letter to the Future’ as part of The 8th international 
triennial of Art and Ecology, Maribor, SI (May 2021).

Manutcher Milani (b.1996, Accra, GH) lives and works in Zürich, CH. He holds a BA Fine Art from Zurich University of the Arts 
(2019). He has exhibited in galleries including: Kunsthalle Zürich, CH; Weiss Falk, Basel, CH; Ballostar Mobile, Bern, CH; Lokal 
Int, Biel, CH; Imfeldsteg 1, Zürich, CH; ZHdK, Zürich, CH; Bikini Space, Basel, CH; Dynamo Project Space, Zürich, CH; Just Kunst 
Olten 2018, Olten, CH; Allez-Allez, Bern, CH.

Anna Perach (b.1985, Ukraine) is an Israeli artist living and working in London, UK. She holds an MFA in Fine Art from 
Goldsmiths, University of London (2020) and BA in Fine Arts from the Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design, Jerusalem, IL. 
She was a finalist at the Birth Rites Collection Biennial Competition for New Works (2020). She has exhibited internationally 
at galleries including: Saatchi Gallery, London, UK; MOSTYN, Llandudno, UK; Centrale Fies, Duo, IT; Larsen Warner Gallery, 
Stockholm, SE; White Cube, Online; Letrangere, London, UK; Spit & Sawdust, London, UK; aqb Project Space, Budapest, HU; 
Mimosa House, London, UK; De Pimlico Project, London, UK; The Arcade Project, London, UK; Deptford X, London, UK; Ping-
Pong, Brussels, BE; Mars gallery, Tel- Aviv, IL; Castor projects, London, UK; Roman Road, London, UK. Upcoming exhibitions 
include a solo show at Herzliya Museum of Contemporary Art, IL (2021) and solo show at ADA Gallery, Rome, IT (2021)

Ilaria Vinci (b.1991, Cisternino, IT) lives and works in Zürich, CH. She holds a BA in Fine Art from the Brera Academy, Milan, 
IT (2015) and an MFA from ÉCAL, Lausanne, CH (2017). She was the winner of the Menabrea Art Prize 2018. She has exhibited 
internationally at galleries including: Stiftung BINZ39, Zürich, CH (Forthcoming); Weiss Falk, Basel, CH; Galerie PCP, Paris, FR; 
Last Tango, Zürich, CH; Armada, Milan, IT; Artemis Fontana, Paris, FR; Museo Etnogra co del Friuli, Udine, IT; UP STATE, Zürich, 
CH;  m3, Zürich, CH; CASTRO, Rome, IT; Dienstgebäude, Zürich, CH; Galerie Elac, Renens, CH; Zhdk, Zürich, CH; L23 Residency, 
Zürich, CH. Residencies include Castro Recidency, Rome, IT (2019).

For press enquiries, image requests, and private view accreditation please contact: 
William Noel Clarke
press@vitrinegallery.com
+44 (0) 7896 056400

Notes to Editor

1.  Installation views of the show will be released on Thursday 4 March 2020

2.           VITRINE is focused on artistic experimentation and emerging interdisciplinary practices. The gallery was founded in 
London in 2010, with a second space in Basel opened in 2016 and a third digital space launched in 2020. Over this decade, 
we have established a reputation as a selector and nurturer of new talent and our continued aim is to support artists’ careers 
and the growth of their ideas. 

Our programme is focused on interdisciplinary approaches in a variety of media, concentrating on artists working in 
installation, sculpture and performance. We are committed to support experimental practices that flourish site-responsively, 
in alternative environments to the traditional white cube, and are often underrepresented in the art market. 

Our spaces are transparent: In London, glass windows cover the entire 16-metre-long, panoramic space; In Basel, our space – 
custom designed by Swiss architects PanteraPantera - offers a 360 degree ‘in-the-round’ viewing experience. This transparent 
architecture allows all exhibitions to be viewable 24/7 from the surrounding public squares. Both VITRINE London and Basel 
are wheelchair accessible. Our office and viewing spaces are hidden inside, allowing for an incredibly flexible contemporary 
exhibiting and working space. 

Our business model is a hybrid. We operate an expanding commercial gallery; representing a core group of artists and 
advising international clients. Our work in the public realm and commitment to supporting artists with ambitious experimental 
exhibitions has allowed us access to public funding, which we have carefully used over our 10-year history for specific large-
scale non-profit projects. 


